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We are physicists & programmers,
and we specialize in rapid development of 

STEM software applications,
particularly (but not only) in the area of

Magnetic Resonance (MR).

We also provide MR consulting and
software/hardware feasibility studies.
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More NMR software Utilities from Extra Byte
(see www.extrabyte.eu/products)

MnDOSY
Multi-nuclear DOSY utility.

It does plain DOSY as you know 
it, but also synchronized DOSY of 
the same sample done on a pair 
of nuclides (for example 1H-13C 
or 1H-29Si).

The fastest DOSY in town!

TotalXMR
Quantitative NMR analysis of 
chemical elements. Calibration 
support for total assays by either 
low-field or high-field NMR.

Discrimination modes: none,
solid/liquid, aromatic/aliphatic 
(where applicable), isotopic. 

DontSmile (free)
Expertly removes the annoying 
smileys/frownies artefacts due to 
receiver group delays from 
Bruker NMR spectra.

Just correct the fid or ser files 
and then process them as you 
like, with any software you like.
The smileys will be gone!
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REX
From raw NMR relaxometry data

to applications

A software tool
for the NMR community

✓ Challenge us with any data format

✓ Ideal for a relaxometry researcher

✓ Ideal for application developers

✓ Expert procedures that even less-
than-experts can profitably use

✓ Covers the majority of currently 
known data evaluation methods

✓ Challenge us with data handling 
requests that are not yet included

Operations on data arrays
such as FID, CPMG, IR, SR, … 

✓ Dropping first point(s)
✓ Selecting a data window
✓ Denoising
✓ Data reduction (sieving)
✓ Normalization
✓ Fitting, components separation
✓ Phasing
✓ Quantification
✓ Apodization
✓ Fourier transform
✓ Simulations

Various options for each!

Operations on arrayed arrays 
such as IR, SR, …

TD-Phasing, denoising, fitting, …

Inverse Laplace Transform Discrete DILT and continuous CILT

Building stone ‘Pietra di Lecce’              Phantom (3 doped-H2O ampules)

Variable-field NMRD Profiles 
Fitting to model combinations:


